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THE PACK METHOD FOR COMPRESSIVE TESTS OF THIN SPECIMENS OF
MATERIALS USED IN THIN-WALL STRUCTURES

By C. S. AITCHIFJON and L. B. TUCKEBWN

SUMMARY

Zte strength of modern lightweight thin-wall 8tructures
is generally limited by the strength of the compression
members. An adep.ate design of the8e member8 requires
a knowledge of the cmnpresm”vestre8s+#rain gmph of the
thin-wall material. The “pack” method UW8 &eloped
at the National Bureau of Standard8 w“th the support of
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics to make
postibh a determination oj comprasire stress-strain
grapha for such material.

In the pack te8t an odd number oj specimens are as-
sembled into a relatively stable pack, like a “pack of
carda.s’ Additional luteral stability is obtained from
lateral support8 between the external sheet faces of the pack
and outside reudions. Studie8 hare been made of the. re-
produoibilitg of the test results by testing pack8 takenfiom
8heet8 oj aluminum alloy 17ST and 8ieel. The largest
spread in yield strength was about 2 percent. Teats were
a180made to determine whetha the. re8uft8 from packs uwre
like those obtained from compact solid ~petimen.s. The
redts indicuted that the method of tranmrse support had
no appreciable ej%ct on the y“eld strength. The largest
dij’erence between a pack and a ~olid specimen wag 1.60
percent. Eqerience gathered in d+weloping the te8t em-
phasized the fact that, while the method seenwd to furnish
results within the same order of accuracy as w usually
obtained from other mechanical te8ts, such a8 the. ten~”h
test, it mud be w“mplijed before it can be u8ed economi-
cally for inspection testing. The te8t seern8 adequate,
howecer, for many problem8 in strueiural re8earch.

INTRODUCTION

During recent years a remdmble expansion has
taken pIace in the use of thin sheet and thin-wall
material in lightweight structures such as airpkme
wings, and airplane fuselages. The strength of the-se
structures is generalIy limited by the strength of certain
members carrying compressive loads. These membem
have frequently been designed on the basis of the tensile
properties of the materiaI. This is convenient as the
tensile test is relatively simple and is widely used.
However, it may lead to an unsafe structure, on the

me hand, or an uneconomical structure, on the other
laud, if the compressive properties of the material
iiffer from the tensde properties. There is an urgent
leed for a method which makes possible a direct deter-
mination of compressive stre9a+Win graphs for thin-
mdImaterial. In recognition of this need an investiga-
tion has been undertaken by the hTational Bureau of
Standards with the financial support of the hTational
kdvisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Specimens of thin sheet usually faiI through insta-
bility before the yieId strength is reached. Some —
methods have been reported for overcoming this dii%-
culty by a=ernbIing the material under consideration
into a compact unit similar to a compact solid By
these methods failures through instability occur at
higher compressive loads.

E. B. WoltTand L. J. G. Van Ewijli (reference) made
compressive tests on carefully e.dected wood and com-
pared the results from “massive” bars with those from
bars built up by gluing together h~.rnellaetaken from the
same wood. They reported that the eIastic properties
for both kinds of specimens were the same.

A. Robertson (reference 2), in his investigation -.
of the strength of subular struts, gives compressive .-
results on various tubes which were made from strips of
wood, about 0.025 inch thick, “* * * by wrapping
the necessary number of strips round a mandril having
6rst spread a fine coating of gIue on aIl the faces that
were to come together.” He adds that ‘(= * * the -. .-
:oIIapsing st= is uniform and practicality that of the
3olid specimen for all values of * * *“ ratios of
thickness of the vmll to radius of the tube greater than
3.0S. k his report Robe.rtaon suggests, also, the
possibility of combining sheet metaI into compact units.
Be made some experiments on high tensile steel strip,
~bout 0.015 inch thick. He states that “It is very
MIicult to get a good compression teat of the material
when in the form of such thin strips. Au attempt w-as
made to make a test piece by soldering together a large
number of pieces and then machining the resulting
cdock to a square section. The result, however, was
lot satisfactory.’~
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PACK TEST

The successful results for tesk where pieces of wood
are combined into compact units suggest that the com-
pressive properties can be obtained when there is su.fli-
c.ient lateml stability so that the yield strength is
reached before the unit buckles.

With this approach a number of methods were tried
at this Bureau to develop an adequate technique for
compressive tests of t~n-wall material. A compressive
test (reference 3), which has become known as the
pack test, has resulted from this preliminary work.
The pack test is described in detail in the following
pages. The details are given yery fully because minor
deviations from these details have, in some ctises,
produced unsatisfactory results and the necessary time
has not been avaihble to iwestigate just which of these
are essential and which are unessential to the success of
the test. The method was developed at this Bureau in
1933 and has given satisfactory redts in all those
cases in which the detail procedure, given below, was
closely followed.

The pack test involves the use of external support
supplied by a number of transverse members between
outside reactions and the external sheet faces of a “pack”
of specimens. The test was. intended to simulate a
block compressive test on a compact solid specimen of
the kind described (reference 4), in a tentative specifi-
cation of the American Society for Testing Materials as
a “medium-length” specimen to determine the “general
compressive strength properties of metallic materials.”
It was not intended, however, to determine the modulus
of elasticity for which the “long” specimen desmibec{in
this specification would be preferable.

The pack was composed of an odd number of
rectangular specimens taken from the same mtiterial.
These were assembled with sheet faces in contact to
form a compact unit. The strains were.measured on
the middle specimen of the pack which, therefore,
acted as a compression specimen supported on both
faces by the remaining specimens of the pack, The
specimens were machined using procedures sinliIar to
those normally employed for tensile specimens. This
avoids other operations, such as forming, riveting, or
welding, which are frequently used to stiffen structures
and which might change the properties of the specimens.

The lateral supports of the pack -were designed to
give adequate support against buckling combined with
a minimum resistance to displacements parallel to the
load. Emphasis was placed on this requirement in
order to assure that the method of support would not
alter the stressdistribution in the compression specimen.

THE PACK

.MIDDLE SPECIMEN

The middle specimen M of. a pack composed of 9
specimens taken from a piece of steel tubing is shown
in fig. 1, The middle specimen is also shown in fig, 2

in a pack of 13 specimens taken from aluminurn alloy
sheet.

The compressive load P was applied pmaIlcl to the
length of the pack and was distributed over the ends E
of the pack. The lateral edge faces werenominrdly par-

FIGUEEl.—Pack takenfromtublog.

allel to the load mis. These faces were left clear so tlmt
gages $0 metisure the strain could be attached to tho
specimen. Stability in the direction of the width wus
obtuined by making the specimen sufficiently wide in
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FIGUBE2.–Pack takenfromsboet.

compnikcm to the length. The width h was about
% inch. The length L was twice the width plus orm
inch or about 2~{8inches.

SUPPOR’IING SPEC~hfENS

All of the specimens in the pack were subjected to
the axial load. For this reason the supporting speci-
mens S (fig, 2) were made the same length as the middle
specimen. In order that they would not interfere

-.
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with the seating of the strain
was made 0.02 to 0.05 inch
specimen.

In practice the specimens

gages, their width h’
leas thrm the middle

were usually slightly—
warped, bowed, or irregular on the surface. ‘me effect
of these deviations from a plane surface -wasminimized
by assembling the supporting specimens, whenever
possible, so that they bowed toward the middle
specimen. The number of supporting specimens was
kept as amalI as possilde consistent with obtaining
sufficient stability with the transverse support em-
ployed. This was done to limit the sample from the
piece, so that specimens would be taken from like
material and to obtain packs where only a small
amount of material was available. This, also, re-
duced the cost of machining.

MACHHING PROCEDUEE

The specimens were finished to width using a series
of light cuts in order that the underlying material

FIGUBE3.—MachiningJig.

would be disturbed as Iittle as poesible. The laterrd
edges were finished smooth and the burra were remo-red.

The specimens were finished to length after they
were assembled in the pack. The machining jig, shown
in fig. 3, was used to hold the specimens while they
were being machined. This jig was a small vise.
The contact surfaces of the jaws were 1‘% inches long
and $ inch wide. They were plane and smooth.
The movable jaw J pivoted at the end of the screw Q.
The surfaces of the body of the vise were plnnes parallel
and perpendicular to the stationary jam K so that the
pack could be readiIy rdigmd with the machine tool.

A small c.lamp C was attached at each end of the
pack before the ends were machined to hold the speci-
mens in position after the pack was remo-md from the
jig.

The specimens were s?wed in a milling machine
ibout )& inch longer than the finished length. The
ends E were then iiniehed in a surface grinder using a
ATortunahmdum grinding wheel, number 1936:G and
kerosene as a lubricant. No attempt was made, how-
ever, to make them more than nominally paralIel and
perpendicuhr to the axis of the pack. The edgea were
neither rounded nor marred, appreciably, when the
burrs -wereremoved.

TRANSVERSE SUPPORT

Trrmsverse support was supplied as shown in & 4
by thirty steel pins A on each side of the pack. The
pins were in three cohunna and ten rows. They were
% inch in diameter and about two inches long. Ono
end G was hardened and ground to a conical point.
The other end H was machined to a hemisphere. The
pointed end touched the external sheet face of the
pack. The hemispherical end rested in a conicaI seat
in the end of a size 8 machine screw ‘f, one inch long.
The screws were threaded through the webs of two
pieces of three inch structural steel channel R and were
spaced on %-inch centers.

The channels were bolted at the bottom to the
rectangular steel blook B and “were prevented from
spreading at the top by a heavj yoke clamp, not shown
in the figure.

TEST PROCEDURE

TZSTING MACHINE

The packs were tested in a vertical, fluid-support,
Bourdon-tube hydraulic type of testing machine of
100 tips capacity, using the 10 kip dial amd the 50
kip dial to indicate the load. The testing machine
is shown in fig. 5.

BEARLNG ELOCKS

The surfaces of bearing blocks which transfer the
load from the heads of the testing machine to the
pack -were flat. They were inspected frequently for
dirt or mars. A paper shim D, sho~~min fig. 4, was
used between the 5% by 3 by 1%inch block B and the
surface of the lower head of the testing machine.
The bearing block F was a disk of hardened steel 1’%
inches in diameter and 1?i6 inch thick -with top and
bottom surfaces smooth+yound.

The bearing block U was attached to the upper
head of the testing machine through the 8jf6 by 5%6

by 1’%, inch plate 1. The upper contact surface of
the bearing block was 3% inches in diameter and the
lower contact surface was 11X6 inches in diameter.

Slight deviations from parallelism of the beuring
blooks, the heada of the testing machine, and the ends
]f the pack which are within the limits of good machine _
;hop practice, may appreciably affect the results of
compressive t~t.s. To eliminate these effects and to
squrdize the load on the specimen a cap-block V rmd a
@ster of paris shim N were used, as shown in fig. 4.

-.
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FI~IXE4,—Packwady for wt.
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FIGCEE5.—Testingmachine.
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The cap-block was a disk of hardened steal Il)fs inches
in diameter and ?l inch thick. Its lower surface, which
was smooth-ground, made direct contact with the
upper end of the pack. The plaster of pa.risshim did
not exceed 0.1 inch in thickness. It was cast, under
an initial load of about one kip, between bearing
block U and the upper surface of the cap-block V.
The plaster was allowed to harden about 10 minutes
before the pins were placed in position.

ASSEMBLING PINS

The pins providing transverse support were located
by a dehite procedure. They were first positioned,
using the tweezers 2 to guide the pins ~ the~ proper
location and the small wrenches W to turn the screws.
The perforated strips of tracing cloth T were”used to
support the pins in appro.xinmtely the right position.
The screws in the same locations on opposite sides of
the pack were then tightened simultt-meously and
pregressiv+y until the pointe of the pins were slightly
embedded m the surface of the pack.

It was considered important to locate the pins in a
defln.ite order, Satisfactory results were obtained by
using the following sequence. Numbering the pins in
rows from 1 to 10 .begiming at the top, the pins in
rows 5 and 6 of the middle column were located first.
Next, those in rows 3,4, 7, and 8 of the middle column,
and then those in rows 3_to 8, inchrsive, of the outside
columns were Iocated. The clamp at the upper end
was then removed and the end of the stip of tracing
cloth T placed under the clamp X. The pins in rows
1 and 2 were then located. The clamp at the lower end
of the pack was removed and pins in rows 9 and 10
located. All screws were then systematically tried
with tho wrenches to insure that the ends of all the pins
were bearing against the pack.

STRAIN GAGES

The strain was measured by a pair of Tuckerrnan 1-
inch optical strain gagea (reference 5). These gages
were attached on each side of the pack to the edge of
the middle .spccimen.

CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA

The cross-sectional area of a pack was computed by
dividing the weight of the pack by its length and the
density of the material. --- ------

LIMITATIONS

The Imitations of this method of test have not been
thoroughly explored. When preliminary results were
obtained which apparently furnished satisfactory infor-
mation for some of the materials generally used in eir-
craft, tests on a grea.txxnumber of materials were de-
sired. This has limited the time avdablo for a thor-
ough investigation into the capacity and accuracy of the
method under various conditkms.

Experience from tests, however, htisshown t.hntpacks
taken from aluminum alloy sheet composed of 13, 7,
and 5 specimens of 0.032, 0.064, and 0,081 inch material,
respectively, sustained compressive stressesin excess of
60 kips/in.z before the packs failed through major in-
stability. Packs composed of five specimens taken
born heat-treated chromium-molybdenum steel sheet,
0.05 inch, were subjected to compressive stresses up to
180 kips/in.z without failure through major instability.
Wit+i.n these limitations the pack test appaars to give
the compressive properties of rLmaterial within the
same order of accuracy as is usually obtained in other
mechanical tests, such as the tensile test.

TESTS ON BARS

PURPOSE

The pack test is based on the assumption that it
will give compressive results like those o~ttiined from
block .cm-npressivetests. A number of comparative
tests on packs and on compact solid specimens taken
from metal bars were made ta see whether or not this
wwumptionwas justified,

MATERIALS

The following materials were used in making these
tleetks:

a. Carbon steel bar.
Condition, cold rolled.
Shape, round.
Size, one-inch diameter.

b. Brass bar.
Condition, rolled.
Shape, square.
Size, one-inch on side.

c.. AhuninuIu alloy.
Condition, rolled.
Shape, round.
Size, one-inch diameter.

SPEClhfEKS AND PACKS

Compact” solid specimens and packs were obtained
from alternate locations along each bar. Tho compact
solid specimens were cut with symmetry to the axis of
the bar to a size of % by z%Zby 2ff6 inch.

The pack specimens were obtained frcnn tho same
location in the cross section of the bar as the compact
solid specimens. The pack was composed of fivo speci-
mens, 0.1 inch thick. These specimens wore prepared
by machining with light--cuts so that the underlying
material was deformed as littJe as possible. The fin-
ished surfaces were smooth and the burrs wcro removc{i
from the edges.

PROCEDURE

The packs were tested using the procedure for pack
bests as previously outlined in the section on Test
Procedure (p. 3).
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One compact solid specimen of each material was with knerican Society for Testing Materials’ tentative
tested using pins for transverse support. The remain- specification E9–33T (reference 4) method 2 (a).
ing compact solid specimens were testd without trans- EESULTS

verse support. The yield strengths, offset = 0,2 percent, The stress-strain graphs for these tests are shown in
were obtained from the st.rass-straingraphs in rtccordance figs. 6,7, and 8.
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FIGCEE6.–Compressive testscmWA. p~k~ and ~m~~t ~~d ~.
mem takenfromom+rmbround bar.
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The values for yield strength are given in table 1.
The last two columns of.thie table list the di.fl’erencein
yield strength for each specimen from the compact
solid specimen, without pins, expressed in kips/in.2 and
in percent.

D3SCUSS10-N

The results of these testsindicate that the pins when
used as transverse supports on specimens of steel,
brass, and aluminum alloy have no appreciable effect
on the value of yield strength. The ht,rgestdiflerenc~
between rtpack and a solid were 1.22 percent for steel,
0.25 percent for brass, and 1.60 percent for aluminum
alloy, These differences are of the same order of
magnitude. as the spread in yield strengths for succes-
sive pack tests on the same material.

TESTS ON SHEET

PURPOSE

Some “pack” compressive tests were made on sheet
metal of several materials and several thicknesses. The
sheets were from 12 to 18 inches wide and in lengths
not less than three feet. The results of these tests were
used to obtain information on the effectiveness of the
external support and the reproducibility of test results.
They were confined to obtaining data for primitive

TABLE-l.—YIELD STRENGTH OF PACKS AND
COMPACT SOLID SPECIMENS

1- 1- 1~—1 , I

I
Comwct adid.
ComMct aoiid.

Stack.....-. ----- Pack #l______
Pack #.Z.__..
Pack #3.. . . . . .

~ i

Compactsolid.
Brass. . . . . . . . . . . ;’c~~t aolid-

.——. —
Compaotsol!d-

Al&fmrm al- ;:gp;f: :::::
Pack #3.:. _..-
Pack #5_____

---------- -------- --
d: +!$?
+0. 2 $: H
-0.1

---------- -------- 1
-: ; –; ~

---.--..-- --------
+0. 4 +L 07
-a 1 -a 27
+4.6 +1.00
+al +0.27

,— . I I I I -1 I

stress-straingraphs from packs of specimens cut paral-
lel to the long dimension of the skeet, which were called
Longitudinal packs, and to packs of specimens cut
parallel.to the short direction of the sheet which were
called transverse packs. The tests were not intended
to represent a study of present types of sheet metal.

MATER3ALS

The following materials were used in making these
tests:

a. Aluminum alloy, 17ST.
Condition, heat treated.
Number of sheets, two.
Thicknms, 0.032 and 0.051 inch.
Width of sheets, 16 inches.
Received at-this laboratory, eiu-lyin 1932.

b. Mild-carbon steel (SAE number 1025).
Condition, cold-finished, quarter-hard,
hrumbor of sheets, two.
Thickness, O.O54and 0.120 inch.
Width of sheets, 12 inches.
Receivad at this laboratory, late in 1930.

c. Chromium-molybdenum steel.
Condition, annealed.
Number of sheets, one.
Thickness of sheet, 0.053 inch.
Width of sheet, 18 inches.
Received at this laboratory, late in 1928,

. SPECIMENS AND PACKS

Longitudinal and transverse specimens were taken
from adjacent locations in the sheet. The number of
specimens used in each pack is given in’ table 2, which
summarizes the results of the tests. The packs wero
assembled and machined according to the procedure
outlin~d in the section describing the puck (p. 2].

,... PROCEDURE

The. lacks w&e tested in compression according to
the procedure outlined in the section on Test Proccdusc
(p. 3): The initial lode and the cross-sectional arms
o~ eacl~”pack are given in table 2.

TABLE 2.—RESULTS OF TACK COMpRmIm TESTS ON SHEET

Crms- Numbe.r Ykld

Ms.terlal Thfck- Dfrectfonin sheet
awtfonal of SPe4i.Snwmtiti;n - hlknil strength

nes9
mens in ofL?at- ‘@wd

pck O:ytr

Ir?cha {~.i &lps klf).!.!i;t klpa/in.* Psrcetrt

{

LmgItudlnal... . . ~:------- 0.296 13 L 1 .

I

0.032 .293 0.0 0.co-----
C-2-T . . . . . . ; ;:: E:

Mumhnm&yl~T-.-..----L.i--- Tr.wwwae------- ~T .297
.--. — .2a7 la 1.0 37.3 0.1 0.27

{

G2-L-_._.Longitudinal .-.. ~+~ .189 5 L1 3s.0
0.051 .257 7 1.0 3s.4 a2.. ----- 0.6s

‘G2-T . . .._ .187 L1 3A6
Tmnaverae. . . . . . . . ~C-3-T ----- . 1.s7 : 1.1 38.6 0.3 0.76

C+T . . . . . .

{

C-l-L ... . ..-LongItudkmL.. . . . G*L :% ; :; ;;
Ckromfum-molybdenumsteeL---- 0.053 .195 Lo L 8

.------
2,w

&l-T . . . . . . .197Tmnaverae..-. . . . . -T b L 1 71:0
.190 n. 6 0.6. . ..-. 0.84

{

C-I-L _.-...Longitudinal. . . . . . ~+L i t! E4!2

{

0.034 : w 5 Lo m.8 0.0. . . . . . L01
Gl-T...-– . W4

Mild-carbonstwL-..._ . . .._.. ___ ‘Pranmersa....“_-I ~2-T .lw : ;: %.! a2------
0.31

[

Gl-L .. . ..– .420Long[tudfneL_... ~>L 6 L1
0.120 .— --- .420 6 LO %: 0.8 1..$S

Tr~ve~.._..- p;;----”- ,426 6 LI U&e
.426 6 LO 3.4.2 0.8 a 63
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RESULTS The last t~~o COIUMUSof this table list the spread iu
The stress-strain graphs for these tests are shown in yield strength, expressed in kips/ii? and in percent for

&s. 9, 10, 11, and i2. - I specimens of the same kind.
‘The values” for yield strength are given in table 2. I -
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DISCUSSION

The pack tests of sheet metal, 0.032 to 0.120 inch
thick, include 10 groups of pa,ckswith at least 2 packs
for each group. With one exception, that of the longi-
tudinal packs for chromium-molybdenum steel 0,053
inch thick, tests in each group were made at different
times, a number of months apart. The largest spread
in yield strength was ahcmtt2 percent. The relatively
small spread in yield strengths and the close corre-
spondence of the stress-strain graphs for each group
indicate that the test procedure is reproducible within
this range of thicknesses of sheet. & metaLs with
markedly difIerent elastic properties were included in
the tests the results suggast that the method is suitable
for the determination of yield strength for many of the
thin materials used in present construction.

CONCLUSIONS

Compressive tests on ductile materials with markedly
diflerent elastic constants indicatiethat the compressive
stress-strain graphs obtained by the ‘fpack” test agree
with those-obtained from block compressive tests and

that they can be reproduced within an order of accuracy
usually attributed to other mechanical tests, such as

the tensile test.
The experience gathered at thislaboratory in develop-

ing the pack teet indicates that the test is ttdequato
for many problems in structural research. It emplm-
sizes, however, the need for simplifying the test pro-
cedure before it can be used satisfactorily for inspection
testing.

Ih cinderto expedite the development of a compressive
test of this kind, the details of the npparatus for pack
tests have been shown and explained and the test has
been demonstrated to representati~resof other Iabura-
tories.. & a result the Aluminum Research Lnborn-
toriea of the Aluminum Company of America have
made pack tests on aluminum alloy sheet using
apparatus and teet procedures duplicating as nearly as
convenient the apparatus and procedure given in this
report; A report entitled “Preliminary Compressive
Tests on Thin Sheet using ‘Pack’ Compr@on Testing
Apparatus” by C. l?. Babilon and F. Nf. Howell was
issued by the Aluminum Research Laboratories as
“P. T. Report No. 38-17” on April 1, 1938.
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